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Charlotte Hodes has been a prominent figure within the debate around craft and fine art practice,
freely exploring craft-led processes and drawing from the rich iconography of the decorative arts.
An overriding aspect of her work is the representation of women, and the manner in which they are
both active and passive, weaving a dialogue between the other decorative elements and revealing a
subversive subtext in contrast to the sweet colour and intricacy of the images. She has taken these
concerns into large scale intricate papercuts as well as ceramics, both in terms of single pieces and
elaborate installations.
Charlotte’s ceramic work on exhibition at Ruthin is informed and inspired by the tradition of
domestic everyday-ware and the manner in which it brought high art into the homes of a growing
middle class. Her use of the ‘ready-made’ ware immediately locates the work within familiar
experience and in particular into the female space of the kitchen or dining room. By taking these
forms such as plates, bowls cups and saucers as ‘given’, she can transform them through her collage
processes of cutting and layering.
Both in her ceramic pieces and papercuts, she works across the surfaces in order to construct a
tightly knit plan in which all the elements are held in tension. In this way, her work references
activities that are very much associated with women’s work such as embroidery, tapestry and
quilting.
Her most recent work, After the Taking of Tea, to be shown for the first time at Ruthin, takes the
idea of taking tea as a ceremony which is inhabited by the motifs of her women. The large scale
installation presents a panoramic view, taking in a wide range of references from art, architecture
and literature in which her women are revealed as shadows or silhouettes.

Selected works on show

Remember Me, hand cut enamel transfer on 122 pieces of china ware on printed vinyl, 1185x130cm,
2017 Photo: Joel Chester Fildes
Remember Me was commissioned by Wolverhampton Art Gallery and first shown there in 2017. The
ceramic plates are arranged across a wall to create a single image on a patterned surface, in which
the pattern escapes the plates onto the ‘wallpaper’ and the plates literally escape the wallpaper at
each end. The plates serve as an alternative canvas, referencing the tradition of hanging decorative
plates on the walls of the home. In this way, the work elevates the functional, every day, and
familiar to challenge the status of fine art painting. The title, Remember Me, references Dido’s
lament for her pending death in Purcell’s opera, Dido and Aeneas. Here, there is a stark contrast
between the ethereal otherworld quality of the music and the libretto that speaks of the physical

world, an earth of darkness in which she is soon to be buried. The women in Charlotte’s installation
are depicted moving across, over and under vessels, appearing and disappearing in the patterned
landscape. In a similar way, there is a tension between the physicality of the ceramic material and
highly patterned surfaces, and the transience of the women who momentarily pass across the
surface of the ware, and out, as if into another world.

Frieze, 2017 Hand-cut printed & painted papers, 86.5 x 301cm (framed in 3 sections)
Photo: Peter Abrahams

Frieze builds on the ideas presented in the wall installation Remember Me using a shallow space in
which the women make their way. The caryatid-like woman on the left is an empty shape, she has
already departed from her role as architectural support. The women are defined by and escape the
pattern, whilst others morph between body, dress and architecture.

Spode Trees and Dressed Silhouettes, 2015
346 pieces of china tableware with hand cut enamel transfers applied to 156 pieces, laid out across a
table 732 x 122 x 70cm on digitally printed cotton satin running 12 metres. First commissioned by
and shown at the British Ceramic Biennial in 2015. Photo: Joel Chester Fildes
Spode Trees and Dressed Silhouettes was inspired by research at the Spode Museum Trust archive
of copper engravings, in particular the chintz patterns and landscapes that form the familiar Spode
blue transferware. From this source, selected fragments of printed imagery and texts were taken
through many iterations and used as collage material for the imagery. The arrangement of the
tableware suggests the aftermath of a dinner party, where the guests have departed. The women
are not engaged with clearing the dishes or washing up. They nonchalantly make their way across
the ware, as if they by chance find themselves in this landscape, animating and disrupting the
patterned surfaces.

After the Taking of Tea, 2019 Hand-cut enamel transfer on 251 pieces of china tableware across a
table surface 1400cm x 122cm on digitally printed cotton satin running 17 metres. Photo: Cecelia
Johnson

After the Taking of Tea presents multiple groupings of china ware on which the imagery plays with
notions of tea and teatime, its historical importance in polite society and its contemporary role in
which formality for the most part has been overturned. The women make an appearance to playfully
defy historical conventions. They stand on teapots, use tea sieves as mirrors and microphones, and
nonchalantly walk across or rest upon the surfaces of tea crockery. The colour, use of gold and
ornamentation is informed by the grand salons of the eighteenth and nineteenth century. The texts
appear around some of the edges of the ware, as incidental notes that reference literature, politics
and the economics of tea.
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